
Finding and validating 
product ideas



Start with people
Choose an audience that...

1. You know, understand, and like
2. That buys things

3. That congregates online



What group are you best equipped 
to serve?



Case study
"I'd like to build so!ware for dentists"

Questions:

1. Do you like dentists?
2. Do you hang out with dentists?

3. Do you want to go to dental conferences?



What group is already paying you 
for your time and expertise?





How do you find good 
product ideas?



You want to hit a nerve that 
makes people say...





Research + listen



Research your audience the same 
way a biologist observes a lion 

in the savanna.



Places to do research online:
1. Google (look at related keywords)

2. Twitter
3. Reddit

4. Facebook Groups
5. Facebook search



Demo
"math grad student"



Identify their #1 issue



Observe the Jobs to be Done



Tools
Keeeb: keeeb.com

Raindrop: raindrop.io
Our Build: our.build

Pinboard: pinboard.in
Evernote: evernote.com



Create a hypothesis
Traditional user story:

As a math grad student I want an online course so 
that I can make it through my first year of grad 

school.



Create a hypothesis
Jobs to be Done user story:

When I get accepted into grad school, I want to 
make it through alive, so I can graduate and get a 

job.



What do you think is the #1 issue 
in their life?



Test your hypothesis



What's the smallest "product" you 
could create that could disprove 

your hypthesis?



Tiny product ideas
· Workshop (online or in-person)

· Landing page + waiting list
· Email course / ebook
· Productized service

· Excel sheet
· Slack



What you learn when you launch a tiny version:
1. How hard is it to find customers?

2. Did I hit a nerve? Did I identify the #1 pain?
3. How hard is it to get people to pay?

4. How satisfied were people with the solution?
5. Do I like the customers?



If the answers are all ! then keep iterating 
on the product.

Excel sheet → web app



Case Study: Remote 
Workers Club



Hypothesis

As a remote worker I want to receive job 
opportunities so that I can upgrade my current 

job or get a new job.





What we did
1. Launched a paid beta ($99)

2. Interviewed all 10 customers on Skype
3. Launched MVP: email list + Slack group



What we discovered



Why were they hiring us?
1. 80% signed up because they were a fan

2. Most were insecure about their job prospects
3. Many were lonely: looking for community



What did they really need?
1. Their biggest pain: they're not "standing out" 

from the crowd.
2. They need better online profiles, better 

resumes + cover letters.
3. They need a better personal network



We were sending them job 
opportunities but their biggest 

pain is they didn't know how to 
apply for a job.



Better solution:
Give them training.

· Workshops
· Online course




